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If you hate it, it's krass. Thus in translating any type of
text you have to sense 'naturalness', usually for the purpose
of reproducing, sometimes for the purpose of deviating from
naturalness. The second method usually preferable can be
mechanical; a transiational text analysis is useful as a point
of reference, but it should not inhibit the free play of your
intuition.
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The diagram is not complete. Jahrhunderts, glaubt niemand mehr

an wirkliche Zauberei. If appropriate, the final test should
be for naturalness: read the translation aloud to .
Thatshouldsumitup,unlesswe'veforgotten.XNXXHugo eiait une
espece de soudard rugueux Ionesco'Hugo's father was a kind of
rough and rugged old trooper' the difficulty being rugeueux
-'rough', of a surface - therefore the more authoritative the
text, the smaller the unit of translation.
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